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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to -try to determine
whether or not the way that a homosexual recalled his
parent child relationships· might be a function of the
population from which he was drawn.
The primary hypothesis of this paper was that
attitudes would not differ significantly between homo
sexual and heterosexual groups.

A secondary hypothesis

was that. attitudes would not differ significantly between
groups in each area covered;

therapy,

social action,

and

non-social action.
Sixty male homosexuals and

60

male

heterosexuals

volunteered t o participate in this s-tudy.
The 27 item questionnaire adapted by Ray Evans
from Irving Bieber's questionnaire was administered to

20

homosexuals in therapy and 2"0 heterosexuals in ther

apy; to

20

20

homosexuals in a social action group and to

heterosexuals in a social action group;

homosexuals and

20

heterosexuals not

in

and to

20

social action

groups.
The results of this study did not support the
major hypothesis in that attitudes did differ signif
icantly between the heterosexuals and the homoseria.J.s.
The secondary hypothesis was not supported in that
there were significant differences between the two non
social action groups,

although there were no significant

differences between the social action groups and the ther
apy groups.
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Background Literature Dealing with the
Development of Male Homosexuality

One of the problems in the investigation of sexual
deviance is that of definition.

Some writers have cate

gorized sexual deviations in the following way:
sexual deviations are those practices,
and premarital sex,

"Normal"

such as masturbation

which are engaged in so widely that

they cannot be considered statistically deviant.

Also,

social and legal sanctions against such behaviors a.re
usually almost nonexistent.

Other practices which fall

within. this category are extramarital coitus and noncoital
genital practices,

such as genital petting.

Individual deviance or abnormal sexual deviations
include practices which a.re thought to be harmful. by most
people,

including mental health personnel.

legal sanctions may va:ry from none,

Social and

as in frigidity,

very high as in the case of pedophilia.

to

Other sexual

behavior patterns which a.re included in this category a.re
exhibitionism
ism;

(public exposure of one's genitals);

fetishism;

incest;

sadism;

voyeur

e.nd masochism.

Socially organized sexual deviations include those
practices which usually take place within the context of a
group structure.
ism,

These include prostitution,

transsexual

and homosexuality.
Another problem in the investigation of sexual de

viance is that of etiology.
characteristics,

Genetic causality,

innate

paternal child rearing practices,

practices with the child,

maternal

and general pa.rental practices

have been suggested as predisposing an individual to various

2
sexual behavior·s including homosexuality.

However, the

cause of homosexuality has not yet been determined.

It

has been suggested by many authoritiea (Mcintosh (1968);
Simon and Gaynon (1976)) that there is no single, or spe
cific cause for homosexuality.

In investigation the pos

sible significance of parent child relationships in the
etiology of male homosexuality, some investigators (Bieber
et al.

(1962); Chang and Block (1960); Apperson and McAdoo

1968); Fairbairn ( 1964); West ( 1959); Wiedeman (1963) ;
Pasche (1963); Whitener and Nikelly (1964) ; Abe and Moran
(1969); Nash and Hayes (l965); Craft (1966); Freud (1910);
Gillespie (1963); Socarides (1968); Edwards (1964); Paitich
(1965); Bene (1965); Greenstein (1966); Greenblatt (1967);
and Rogers (1970)) have found definite etiological factors
while others'

(Mathes (1967); Murray (1968); and Stoller

(1963)) findings have been partially or completely c.antra
dictory.

Still other investigators (Mcintosh (l968); Greenson

(1963); Evans (1969); Kendrick and Clarke (1967); Cattell ?.nd
Morony (1962); and O'Connor (1964)) have ignored any pos�ible
significance of parent child relationships and have attributed
the development of homosexuality to other factors.
A careful longitudinal study would be required to se.e
what parent child relationships actua.1.:Ly were during a
child's development, and to determine the adult characteristics
of that child.

However, this type of study is not feasible

at this time.
One of the most influential lines of investigation �
related to the psychoanalytic theory.

Within this framework,

adult sexual practices are thought to relate to conflicts
left unresolved from experiences which occurred during child
hood, expecially during the first five years of life.
experiences involve one, or both of the pa.rents.

These

This model

has remained popular for many years, although. evidence for
it remains weak.
The development of homosexuality in

a

son has been

attributed to both parents by some investigators.

Chang and

Block (1960), using 20 self-report homosexuals and 20 heter
osexuals, hypothesized that the development of homosexuality
depended on

a

strong identification with the mother and a

disidentification with the father.

3
They said that this was the basis for the etiology of
homoseJru.ality and their results supported their hypotbe
sis. Apperson and McAdoo· ( 1968) administered the Per
ception of Parent Behavior Scale to a group of homosex
Both parents of the
men in the homosexual group were seen as overly restric
tive. West (1959) used the case history files of 50
homosexual patients in Maudsley Hospital, and found a
uals and a group of heterosexuals.

significant difference between the two groups, in that
the homosexuals more often had over intense, protective
mothers and unsatisfactory father relationships, as well
as unsatisfactory relationships between the parents.
However, the author did point out that faulty pa.rent
child relationships may be due to the child's own pecul
iarities. He stated that homosexual boys·, because of
their homosexual characteristics, may be incapable of
forming balanced parental relatioriships.
Pasch� (l963) said that the etiology of hom.osexti.al
ity is linked w�th the mother not acknowledging the a�thor
ity of the father, whether he is strong or weak, thus be
coming· the model for identification herself, and she does
not view the son as a progressively independent pPrson.
Meanwhile, the father has shown his son a very sensual.ized
tenderness during the very early years, and this relation
ship was suddenly and traumatically terminated.
Whitener and Nikelly ( 1964) emphasized that the etiol
ogy of homosexuality may be seen in the light o_f isolation
from. parents in general, with a selective closeness to the
mother. Warmth and acceptance is not experienced wi�h the
father or father figure. These conclusions were obtained
from 39 homosexuals responding to family constellation
questions. The authors also stated that if the child lacked
normal social outlets during formative years� when they
reached puberty they would be emotionally uuprepared for a
new sexual role and the physiological changes, thus "they
succum.be to suggestion and continue homoerotic activity

4
that may lead to a conditioned response.
Abe and Moran

(l969)

found that while the cause of

homosexuality may not be found in a biological factor related
to the mother's age,

the rearing practices of older parents

often follow the attributes given by Bieber

(196.9)

to rearing

practices of parents of homosexuals.
Irving Bieber

(1962, 1969)

conducted a study of· at

titudes about childhood parental relation.ships in adult male
homosexuals,

106

using an attitude questionnaire.

All of the

subjects in this study were in psychotherapy,

and the

questionnaires were completed by the individual patient's
therapist.

He found that most mothers of the patients were

over close and inappropriately intimate with the homosexual
son,

who was preferred, by the mother, to any of the sisters

or brothers,
ling,

or to the father.

overprotective,

The mothers were overcontrol

and infantilizing.

The result being.

that the son became overly dependent and submissive to the
mother,

and hostile and competitive to his father,

distant from his father,

was isolated from his peers and

lacked confidence in his own masculinity.
the fathers were detached,
t.ile,

felt

disi.ntereat·ed�

and disparaging toward their son.

At the same time
competitively hos
Typically the father

was hated and feared by the son.
Nash and Hayes

(1965)

stated that .nomosexual.s have a

closer relationship with the mother and a poor relationship
with the father.
complex,
ity.

They stated that it is the.father-mother

not a single parent which contributes to �omose:x:u.al.

Pa.rental absence,

icant factor.

either parent, may also be a signif

They stated that psychological. absence is

more important than physical absence.
Stoller (l96 3)

stated that illf'ant parent relation

ships may have some importance in the etiology of ma.la
homosexuality,

but the true importance was not known.

Whitener and Nikelly (l9 64)

stated that sociological

and cultural labeling as well as other sociologicai and
cultural factors,

not necessarily involving the parents, are

5
contributive to the etiology of male homosexuality.
labeled,

a self-fulfilling prophecy may occur.

Once

Mcintosh

stated that the d evelopme nt of homosexuality in an

(1968)

individual is not dependent upon parental relationships,
but rather is a social role.

She supports this by pointing

out that it does not exist in some societies,

able to it's basic �rigins in others.
emergence of this role in a
Heredity,

and is trace

The ba sis for the

society is not exp lained.

g landular imbalance,

and

other

biological

factors have been suggested as ·predisposing an individua�
However,

to homosexuality.

as with most of the theories,

there. is much open questioning about it.

For example,

some

homosexuals do reveal an imbalance in the ratio of male-

female sex hormones,

but so do some heterosexuals�

S�oller

seems to feel that one of . the most signific.ant factors

(1963).

in the etiology of homo sexual i'ty is an inherited biological
force which gives the fundamental awareness of being ma.le or
female.

(1963)

Exactly what this force is,

is not known.

Greenson

said that parental relationships a.re not important in

the et·iology of male homosexuality.
biological gender identity,

Rather it has to do with

and true homosexuality is pro

moted once the person labels him.self or i s labeled homosexual.
Then,

·
once again,

a self-fu:L:filling prophecy may occur.

Other investigators have neither found a biological
nor a pa.rental relationship basis to the development of .homo
sexuality.

Evans

(1969)

conducted a study similar to Bieber's

using a questionnaire adapted from Bieber•s.

The question

naire was changed only in that he provided multiple choice

answers for each of the 27 items.

There · was

of four possible answers for each item.
of

142

heterosexual males and

43

a

selection

His subjects consisted

homosexual males.

none of his subjects were in psychotherapy,

However,

although the

homosexual subjects were involved in a gay social action
group.

Al.though Evans'

results were similar to Hi
·
eber•·s

the differences between the homosexual group and the hetero
sexual group were not significant,
nor refuted Bieber.

and neither supported

Although the childhood parental relation

ships of the homosexual men appear to have been somewhat
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less desirable, generally. speaking, than those of the het
erosexual men, a significant relationship could not be es
tablished by the correlation of the two variables,homosex
uality and poor parental relationships.
Twenty homosexual, and twenty heterose:x:ual males
were given a Semantic Differential Scale by Kendrick and·
Clarke (1967)

proposed to cover family, intimate, valencies,

authorities, and values.

Slight differences were found

between the two groups, but attitudes were not significantly
dif'ferent.
The conclus�ons of still other investigators have
.ranged from there being no specific etiology, to homosex
uality being a neurotic symptom.

For e4am.ple,

Sim.on and

Gaynon ( 1967) contend that a search f.or etiology in male
homosexuality is· useless.

One may as well look for ·the

etiology o:f heterosexuality.
Etiology is unimportant
.
according to them.
What must be ke.pt in mind they said,
.

is �hat when the social. devianee labe.J. is· ap�lied1 a self.
fulfilling· prophecy occurs and the indi;vi�uaJ.
will. exper.

ience more severe di:f.ficulties and crises.

There are as

many types o'f homose::x:uals as there are of he'teroserials,
and i.f one must look for etiology one must define and
�ace a.:Ll. of the persons situat�onal ,factors and

his

life

pattern.
Cattell and Moroey (1962) gave the Sirleen Factor
PersonaJ.ity Questionnaire t.o 100 hom.osexw:aJ. subjects, as.
well as normals and general criminals.

!fhe results. were

that homosexuality is a choice of symptom b y a primarily
neuro�ic, psychopathic individual, the choic.e being deter 
mined by degree o.f ego weakness, degree o.f �rtraversion,
and low degree of super-ego development and radicalism o�
social outlook.

The authors suggested that homosexuals

shoul.d be treated as psychopaths� not as basica.11.y neurotics.
P. J. O'Connor (1964),

a military psychiatrist, found that

homosexuals that came to him for treatment were primarily
neurotic with anxiety or depression being themosz common

7
symptom,

in both homosexuals and hetero·sexuals.

He feels

that homosexuality is an inherited trait which becomes
m�iI'est if the boy is predisposed to neurosis.
Primary enphasis for the development of homosexual
ity in a son has sometim.es been placed on the mo\;her as
opposed to the father or both parents, ·and despite other
authors contentions that neither parent is involved in tha
etiology of homosexuality.

Other investigators have simply

define·d the mothers ro·le in the development
ate from the fathers role.

as

Apperson and McAdoo

being separ

(1968)

stated that mothers of homosexuals showed a lack of concern
for others and an overemphasis on sexuality.

(1964)

Fairbairn

stated that the mother of a male homosexual was an

overbearing and possessive woman who

domineered the whole

family.

Ths son becomes overly attached to his mother.

Wiedeman

(1963)

stated that most mothers of homosexuals

a.re overseductive and �estrictive of heter�sexual strivings.
Maternal physical overstimulation. m�y ext·end into puberty
and at the same time the mother may be critical of ·girls
and warn their sons of the dangers of heterosexual involve
ment.

Craft

(1966)

in a. study of

33

homosexual adolescents

found that some had hostile mothers and others had repressing
or over pr.o:tective mothers,
Freud

(1910)

.

.

some of'wholll; were prostitutes.

stated that overt homosexuals have a

strong fixation on the infantile mother in the oral stage.
The homosexual makes a na.rcistic object choice in order to
remain faithful to his mother.

The son puts

a great deal

of emphasis on the male organ and is unable to tolerate it's
absence in the lov� object.
breasts in the object.

He also wants to eliminate the

In short,

there is . a dramatic over

identification-and attachment with the mother figure rather
than the usual identification with the father.

( 1963)

Gillespie

stated that the mother child.relatio�hip is of

vital importance in the etiology of homosexuality.
to Gillespie,

Accord.ing

homosexuality is a defense against the Oedipus

complex and concurrent ·castration anxiety.

This results

8
from the pre-oedipal.mother child relationship.
The importance of the pre-oedipal phase mentioned by
Gillespie

(1963)

was also mentioned by Socarides

(1968).

He empr.:.asized that the genesis of homosexuality was the re
sult of disturbances which occur earlier than the oedipal
that �s the.undifferentiated or pre-oedipal phase.

phase,

The will be homosexual retains the primitive state of the
original unity with the mother and.this becomes highly in
volved in his ego formation.
was,

To the homosexual the mother

in infancy of the subject,

forcing separation.

dangerous,

frightening, and

Later the child feels anxiety over his

desire for withdrawal from the mother which eventually causes
a rupture in the ego.

Still later the homosexual loves his

partner as he had actually wished to be loved by the mother.
The subject also tries to rid himself of oedi'.Pal guilt by
demonstrating to his mother that he has no interest in other
females.

He is also protecting his mother from other men's
.
penises by taking them himself.
.

Upon questioning of
uals,

Edwards

(1964),

16

heterosexuals and

16

homosex

found that the mothers of the homo

sexuals were excessively .controlling and neither strongly
nurturant nor punitive.
Role learning possibly combined with instrumental or
operant conditioning also appears to play a part in the es
tablishing of sex object�.

One learns that certain sexual

objects a.re supposed to be sought; hence, they ·are sought.
Strong reinforcements of some nature im,portant to the indi
vidual, help maintain his object choice.
stated that the family role patter�,

Mathes

(1967)

especially in relation

to the mother· may prevent the child from developing proper
identification with the father.

The mother's role was seen

as being more instrumental or significant.

('1964)

P. J. O'Connor

said that attachmen.t to the mother may contribute

to the etiology of homosexuality if the attachment delays
maturation.
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The father too has been given all or most of the
"blame" for the development of homosexuality.

Apperson

and McAdoo (1968) said that fathers of homosexuals had
not bee·n concerned with their son, or his feelings. That
is, they were detached.

Fairbairn (1964) said that the

main significance of·the father is that he allows himself
and his son to be dominated by the mother, and thus he does
not present an appropriate model. 'Wiedeman (1963) stated
that fathers of homosexuals were detached, rejecting, and
hostile, and that he conse�uently subverts any trace of
true male identification and thus consolidates a homosexual
trend through adolescence.

Craft (1966) in a study of 33

homosexual adolescents found that in the home there was
father absence or a hostile father or father figure.

Freud

(1910) had also stated that there· may have been a distUrbance
in·childhood because of �he · absence, inadequacy, or .excessive
cruelty of the father.

However, he also said· that the signi

ficance of the mother was much greater.
Paitich (1965) in a study of a group of homosextials
.
· and a group of heterosexuals found that there was no signi
ficant differences between their attitudes toward the·i r
mothers. However, a significantly greater number of homo
.
sexuals had unfavorable attitudes toward the father. Atti
tudes revealed that identification with the father was affected
by his warmth and competency.
Bene (1965) used 83 self-reported homo�exuals and 84
heterosexuals, having them complete the Bene-Anthony Family
Relations Test.

Results were that homosexuals expressed

more hostility and less affection going toward and coming
from parents.

The author viewed the father son relation

ship as more important in the etiology of homosexuality than
the mother son relationship, a.nd it was confirmed that homo
sexuals more frequently had unsatisfactory relations with
their fathers in childhood, had fathers who were weak and
ineffectual as parents, and who also were not modeled by
their sons.
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Greenstein (1966) used the Figure Preference Test
on 25 father absent and 50 father present male adolescent
delinquents.

Fathers of the father present group were

rated for degree of diminance and closeness to their sons.
The total number of homosexuals in the group was 34.

Re

sults in�icate no significant difference between the father
present and the father absent groups.

However, a small but

significant correlation was found between the degree of
father closeness and frequence of overt homosexuality.

That

is, the greater the degree of father closeness, the more
frequent the occurance of overt homosexuality.
Greenblatt (1967) used two semantic differentials
and found that the father son relationship was more impor
tant than the mother son relationship in sexual object
choice.

Bieber (1962, 1969) had found that fathers of

homosexuals were detached, disinterested, competitively
hostile, and disparaging.

They failed to guard the son

from the destructive influences of the mother.

He said

that the father son re�ationship was almost as important
the determining of � homosexual outcome as was th,e
mothers se ·ductiveness. and overc:1.oseness.
in

Rogers (1970) stated that the etiology of homosexual
ity is to be foun� in blocked personal growth.

He said that

great feelings of loneliness and of be�ng unloved �ay lead
to ·homosexuality.

In-one encounter group he found that

feelings of rejection by the father, lead the individual
to seek affection and attention.from other males, which
in turn leads to homosexual activity. Murray (1968) con
tends that sex-role identity is a fUnc·tion of a learning
process. The child learns by modeling and so, consequently,
the father must set a good example for the male child, and
i£ he doesn't, the child will become more likely to identify
with the mother. P.F. O'Connor (1964) stated that most homo
sexuals did have a poor relationship with the father .

11
Moran and Abe
sexuals,

(1969)

291

using

case records of homo

determined that parental loss in homosexuals is

not etiologically important.
The purpose of the curr ent
mine whether or not the way that

a

stuaywas to try to deter
homosexual recalled his

pa.rent child relationships might be a function of the popu
lation from which he was drawn.

For example,

Irving Bieber•s

results might have been a function of the fact that his sub
jects were drawn from a population who were in psychotherapy.
The primary hypothesis of this paper was that atti
tudes would not differ significantly between homosexual and
heterosexual groups.

A secondary hypothesis was that atti

tudes would not differ significantly between groups in each
area covered;

therapy,

social action,

and non-social action.

Methodology
Subjects
One hundred and tw�nty subjects participated in
this study. There were 60 male homosexuals and 60 male
heterosexuals, ranging in age form 18 to 26 with a mean
age of 20.9
All o.f the subjects were chosen on a vol
unteer basis, from the population which they represented
•

.

in this study.
Apparatus
The 27 item questionnaire, .adapted by Ray Evans
(1969) from Irving Bi�ber's questionnaire, was completed
by each subject. The questionnaire content appears in
Table l. Included in the questionnaire were the Develop
mental Six (Items·2-7) and.one question dealing with the
physical maze-up of the subject in childhood (Item l) ,
which had differentiated the groups in both the Bieber
·and the Evans studies
. . Evans provided fo� possible
choices for each item, whereas Bieber used.a yes-no di
chotomy for all except three items. Qu.estionna�es were
used in �he final analysis only when alI 27 items had been
answered, by each individual subject.
TABLE

1.

Questionnaire Content
Your age

----

Your education

-------

Your occupation
Father's age

-------

----
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TABLE 1-Continued
Father's education

------

Father's qccupation

------

Circle the one which answers the question best.

1.

How would you characterize your physical make-up as a
child?
c. Athletic
a. Frail
d. Coordinated
b. Clumsy

2.

During childhood, were you fearful of physical injury?
c. Often
a. Seldom
b. Sometimes
d. Always

J.

Did you avoid physical fights?
c. Sometimes
a. Always
b. Often
d. Never

4.

Before adolscence, how frequently did you play with
girls?
c. Of'ten
a. Never
b. Sometimes
a. ,Always
Were you a "lone wolf'" in childhood?
a. Never
c� Often
b. Sometimes
d. Always

6.

Did you participate in competitive group games?
c. Often
a. Never
b. Sometimes
d. Very often

7.

Di � you play baseball?
a. Never
b. Sometimes

8.

When you were a child,. how much time did your mother and
father spend with each other?
c. Little
a. Great deal
d. Very little
b. Considerable

9.

Did your pa.rents share similar interests?
a. Great mSlJy
c. Few
d.
None
b. Several

10.

c. Often
d. v·ery often

When you were young, did you.x mother insist on being
the center of your attention?
c. Often
a. Never
b. Seldom
d. Always
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TABLE

1-Continued

11.

Do you feel you:r mother was 11seductive11 in her
activities with you as a child?
c. Slightly
a. Highly
b. Moderately
d. No

12.

Did your mother discourage masculine attitudes and
activities in you as a child?
a. Often
c. Seldom
b. Sometimes
d. Never

13.

Did your mother encourage f eminine attitudes and
activities?
c. Sometimes
a. Never
d
Often
b. Seldom
•

·

.

14.

Did you consider your mother to have been a puritanical
person?
c. Mildly
a. Strongly
d. No
b. Moderately

15.

In her relationships with your father and/or other
men, what kind of person do you feel your mother was
sexually?
c. warm
a. Frigid
b. Cold
d. Very responsive

16.

Did your mother ally herself with you against· your
father?
c. Seldom..
a. Often
b. Sometimes
d. Never

17.

Did your mother openl.y prefer you to your father?
a. Always
c. Seldom
b. Often
d. Never

18.

Do you believe your mother interfered with your
heterosexual a�tivities during adolescence and
later?
a:. Often
c. ·seldom
b. Sometimes
d. Never

19.

Were you your mother's confident?
c. Sometime·s
a. Never
b. Seldom
d. Often

20.

Were you your father's favorite?
a. Strongly
c. Mildly
b. Moderately
d. No
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21.

Did you feel accepted by your father?
c. Mildly
a. Strongly
b. Moderately
d. No

22. How much time did you and your father spend together?
a. Great deal
c. Little
b. Considerable
d. Very little
23. Did your father encourage your masculine attitudes
and activities?
a. Often
c. Seldom
b. Sometimes
d. Never
24. As a child,

were you aware of hating your father?
a. Never
c. Sometimes
b. Seldom
d. Often
·

25.

Were you afraid he might physically harm or injure
you?
c. Seldom
a. Often
b. Sometimes
d. Never

26.

Did you accept your father?
a. Strongly
b. Moderately

c. Mildly
d. No

27.

Did you respect your father?
a. Strongly
b. Moderat,ely

c. Mildly
d· . No

· Method
At no ti.me during the study were subjects identi
fied by name or b� direct observation.

Subjects were

obtained from three areas; therapy, social action, and
non-social action.
The questionnaire was administered to 20 homosexuals
in psychotherapy and 20 heterosexuals in psychotherapy.
These subjects were obtained from the Eastern Illinois
University Counseling Service.

The therapists at the

counseling service chose the subjGcts individu�lly and
gave them the questionnaires, and collected.them again.
The questionnaire was also administered to 20 homo
sexuals in a social action group, but not in psychotherapy,
and to 20 heterosexuals in a social action group, but not
in psychotherapy.

The heterosexual subjects were obtained

l6

from social service fraternities on the Eastern Illinois
University

campus.

The homosexual subjects in this group

were activists on the Eastern Illinois University campus,
associated with the Gay Liberation F
. ront.

The heterosex

ual subjects were obtained by contacting members of the
social service fraternities and asking their cooperation
in obtaining fellow fraternity members and giving them the
The homosexual subjects were obtained by

questionnaires.

contacting a gay activist on Eastern Illinois University
campus,

and enlisting his aid in obtaining other gay act
·
These
ivist subjects and giving them the questionnaires.
people also collected the questionnaires.
Finally the questionnaire was given to
uals not in a social action group;

ized group,

and no�

that is,

in psychotherapy,

20

homosex

not an organ

and to

20

heterosex

uals not ill a social action group and not in psychotherapy.
These subjects also come from Eastern Illinois University
campus,
is,

and the immediate a.r�a surrounding campus.

non-students.

That

These subjects were obtained by en

listing the aid .of a heterosexual aquaintance to g.ive out
and collect questionnaires to other non�social action het
erosexuals.

The same was done with ·a non-social action

homosexo.al acquaintance.
Also taken into consideration were the age of' the
subject,

and his socio-economic class,

by his education and occupation.
dent,

which was determined

If the subject was a stu

his socio-economic class was determined by his father'�

education and occupation.

This information was obtained

through the first six initial questions on the questionnaire.
Subject's education ranged from
a

mean of lJ.9 yea.rs.

years to

17

years,

with

Occupation ranged from professional

executive to unskilled laborer.
was sales,

12

technicians,

The mean type of occupation

and small business owners.

Socio-economic class was established using August
Hollingshead's

(1957)

two factor index of social position.
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This revealed that of the 120 subjects, 12 were in social
class l; 14 were in social class 2; 25 were in social class
3; 45 were in social class 4; and 24 were in social class 5.
In addition, a total score on the 27 item question
naire was obtained for each subject by weighting each item
from 0 to 3 points, with the higher weighting at the "mas
culine" end.

The weighting was done by using the total

number of responses made by heterosexuals to each of the
possible responses in Evans• study.

That is, for each

question, the answer given most often by heterosexuals in
Evans' study was weighted 3, and so on.

Results
The results of this study did not support the major
hypothesis.

Attitudes were significantly different between

the heterosexuals and the homosexuals in general.
.

There

.

was also a significant dif'ference between the attitudes
of heterosexuals and homosexuals

in

non-social action groups,

but not between heterosexuals and homosexuals in social
action groups, or between heterosexuals and homosexuals
in

therapy.

Thus;the secondary _hypothesis was not com

pletely supported.
The attitude scores for the three he·terosexual
groups did not differ significantly.

Likewis�, there

wereIW significant differences between the mean attitude
scores for th� three homosexual groups.

The mean weighted

score for the heterosexual subjects in therapy was 57�4·
The mean weighted score for the heterosexual subjects in
social action groups· was 54.4 and the mean weighted score
.

.

for. non-social action heterosexual subjects was 57.7.
.

.

The mean weighted score for homosexual subjects in therapy
wal? 50.4, _ for homosexµal subjects. i!!- a social action

group

it was 47.5, and for non-social action homosexual subjects
it was 48.5.
The weighted scores · of the homosexual subjects
ranged from ll to 6$, with a mean of 48.4; those of the
heterosexuals ranged from 37 to 71, with a mean of 56.8.
Hartley's test for homogeneity of variance (My�rs,
1971, p.99) was used to investigate the homogeneity of
variance among the weighted attitude scores.

An answer

of J.19 showed that there were no grounds for rejecting
homogeneity of variance at the .05 level of significance
with 19 degrees of freedom.
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An analysis of variance for a randomized two factor
design was calculated for the weighted scores obtained from
the questionnaires.

In the analysis of variance,

factor

A

represented the sexual orientation of the group in question:

A1 representing heterosexuality,
sexuality.
the study;
action,

and

A2

representing homo

Factor B represented the various areas

B1 representing therapy,

a�d B

3

�2

used in

representing social

representing non-social action.

The analysis of variance revealed that factor A
was

significant at the

.001 level, that factor B was not

significant and that there was no significant interaction
between factors

A

and B.

This is represented in Table

2.

.
TABT,E 2
Analysis of Variance Table · for a Randomized
Two Factor Design·

sv

d:f

SS

ll9.
l
2
2
11.4

Total

A
B

AB
S/AB

lT,098
1,771.4
190.02
34.2
�5,1.02

MS

F

13.37*
.07
.OJ.2

1,771.4
95.0J.
J.7.1
1.32.4
_ 7

*J?.::. .001.
A Dunn's multipl.e comparison test was conducted on
the means of the two groups of subjects in each of the three
areas used in the design.

The purpose of conducting this

test was to find in which area or areas the significant
difference between the homosexuals and the heterosexuals
existed.
The results,

showed that there was a significant

dif'ference between the homosexuals and the heterosexuals
in non-social action groups,
social action groups.
nificance at the

and not in the therapy or

With a d of 8.84 required for sig

.05 level, the d for the non-social action
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heterosexuals and homosexuals was 9.2.

For the social

action heterosexuals and homosexuals it was 6.9,

7.0

and

for the homosexuals and heterosexuals in therapy.

A Chi square was calculated on the results of
Hollingshead's (1957.)
ition.

two factor index of social pos

The Chi square of J.72 revealed that it was not

significant at the

.05

level with four degrees of freedom.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine whether
or not the way that a homosexual recalled his parent child
relationships might be
which he wss

drawn.·

a

function of the popula�ion from

It was also hypothesized that atti

. JCtla�
tudes would not differ significantly be.tween heteros 3
2nd homosexual group�.
The results of this study could not be . explained on
the basis of the sample characteristics used, sucrh as socio.
economic- class.
Sexual orientation was the only va.r� a.ple
.

that differentiated ·between grRups.
.
The fact tJ::.at the homosexualB knew that homosexual.

ity was being studied co�d have had � a.f�ect on the
results, but if there was a:trJ" tendency to di�tort qu�stion
naire responses in th� direction of "normal", it·was not
...
sufficient to ·o�scu.re group differences.
The results of the present s"tudy were dissimilar from
those of Bieber et al.

(1Q62), who found that homosexuals

had had a cl0se-binding, intimate mother, and· a detached
(particularly a hostile-ditached) father, whereas hetero
sexuals had not.

The Bieber data were based on psychoanalyst's

reconstructions of patient's early parental child relation
ships, based on impressions received by the· psychoanalyst
du.ring psychotherapy.

In the present . study, the data were

based on subjects in therapy, as well as subjects in social
action groups, and non-social action groups, with all
questionnaires completed by the subjects themselves.
The present results were similar to those obtained by
Evans (l969), whose results were similar to Bieber's, but
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not significantly so ,
them.

For example ,

neither supporting nor refuting

Evans

did find that homos exuals

had apparently had poor parental relationships ,
b inding ,

intimate mothers ,

with

and detached father s .

Evans •

data were based on retro spective self-reports of how they
currently viewed their childho o d ,
a s o c ia� action group ,

by subj ects who were

in

and who had never been in psycho

therapy.
The patients used in Bieber ' s study were not aware
of the fact that

the

study was

homosexual sub j e c t s in Evans11

and the

being conducte d ,

study and the . pres ent study

were aware that homos exual ity was being studied •
.

Of the twenty-s even items on the :Bie ber que stionnair e ,

all but tbree used a yes-no dichotomy for respons e s .
used the same twenty- s even item quest ionnaire ,

Evans

but provided

a chDice of four p o s s ible responses for each item ,

and the

present study use.d the questionnGiire . as Evans · had modifi e d
it.
Whereas all. o f Bieber ' s sub j e c t s we�� in psycho
therapy,

Evans '

subjects were not

were in a soc ial action group.
sub j ec t s in therapy ,

sub j ects

in psychotherapy ,

but

The present study used

in soc ial. action g;-oupE , as

well a� non-social action group sub j ects .

·

One possibly important difference be-tween the subj ects

of the pres ent

study,

-

and tho s e 9f the Bieber and

Evans studies involves location.

The sub j ects

in the

pres ent study were all obtained from the . area surrounding
a small midwestern town and university,
and Evans

w��reas the Bieber

subjects. were obtained in large metropolitan areas .

P o s s ible bias on the part of the psychotherapi.sts · �
the Bie ber et al.
the Evans
Als o ,

stu dy ,

or on the part of the sub j ects

study and the pres ent

it is

since there

difficult to

study was not controlled.

compare the Bieber and Evans studies

is an obvious risk involved. in generaliz ing

findings from patients

in

in psycho therapy to

a non-patient
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population,

as it is di£ficult to generalize findings

from a non-pat ient population to a population in psycho
therapy .
Bieber attributed the development o f ho�osexuality
to the overly intimate ,
hostile-detached father.

close-binding mother ,

and the

Evans felt that the pa.rent child

relationships .were not s ignifica�t in the development of
homosexuality.
while Evans '

Bieber' s results supported

his theory -·and

results were s imilar to Bieber ' s ,

not significant ,

they were

and thus did not support him.

neither· did they refute :Bi eber '_s results .

However ,

The results of

the pres ent study did not support Bieber in that a s ignificant
difference was shown between the attitudes of heterosexuals
and homosexuals in non-social action group s ,

but not between

groups in therapy.
In answering the questionnaire the homosexuals
generally , more o�ten described themse+ves as frail or
clumsy as children,

and less 'often as athletic ;

them were fearful of physical. injury,
fights ,

were �oners ,

More _o f

avo ide� phys ical

and seldom played. baseball. or other

They more often considered their
·
mothers to be cold toward men, insisting on being the
.
center of the son' s attent ion, made him her c onfidant ,
com�etitive games .

.

allied with hj.m. against the father ,

interfered with his

heteros exual activities. during adol e s c enc e ,
masculine attitudes .

and discouraged

In retrospect the fathers

··

o f -Che

homosexuals were considered as less likely to encourage
masculine attitudes and activities ,

and subj e c t s spent

little time with their fathers , were more often aware of
hating him ,

felt less accepted by him,

and in turn less

frequently accepted or respected the father.
In general ,

p oor

the results of the �resent study suggest

parental relationships during childhoo d for the homo

sexual subj ects ,

�t least as seen in retrospect ;

the etiological s ignificance of thi s ,
.known.

Bieber et al.

if any ,

however ,

is not

considered the chanc e s high that
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a boy exposed to maternal close-binding intimacy and
paternal detachm.ent-ho�ility, would develope severe
homosexual problems .

However , not all of the homo
or the ��e

sexu.al subjects in either the Evans study ,

sent study had this type of parent�l combination in
their background.

Also , there were heterosexual sub

jects .in both the Evans study and the .present study who
did have this type of parental combination.
Al s o , Bieber et al.

and Evans under-emphasized

.

one-third of the father , mother ,
himself.

.

son " triad" ; the son

It was reported that the parents had a spe

cific t"IJPe of relationship with the homosexual son
which they did not have with other siblings .
why a particular son would be singled out

by

As to
the par

Bieber proposed that that son is unconsciously

ent s ,

identified by . the mother with her own." father or brothers
and consequently the son becomes the recipient of sex
ual feelings which the mother has carried over from. her
childhood.

The father tra.nsf'ers to that son his · own

unresolved hostility toward his own fathe� or brothers .
.

'

Undoubtedly the p�rsonalities and - behaviors of
the- parents affect a child' s personality, . 1?Ut the pos
sibility must be taken into consi�era.tion,

that the

innate characteristics of the child may at least pa.r
tiaJ.J.y determine the parents reactions toward him.
West

(1959) pointed out that faulty pa.rent child relation

ships may be due to the cliiJ.. ds own peculiarities.
stated that " homosexual boys ,

by

He

virtue of their homosex

ual charactaristics 1 may be incapable of forming balanced
parental relationships" .

The i dea that the father of a.

homosexual son becomes detached and hostile toward his
son because he is dissappointed or does not understand
him is just as reasonable as the idea that the son be
comes homosexual. because of the fathers rejection.

Also ,

the idea that a mother may be more intimate and binding
with her homosexual son because of the kind of person
he is,

is just as reasonable as the idea that the son
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becomes homo sexual because she is t o o binding and in
t i mate .
1U �hough the present study found a significant
difference between heterosexual ' s and homosexual.' s views
of their respective childhoods , and although parents of
homosexuals may in some way treat their sons in a certain
manner different from the parents o� heterosexuals , parents
are not solely or always contributive to the emergence or
developmep.t of homosexuality.
Instead, it seems likely that one or both pa.rents
may contribute to th� homosexuality in a son,

through

their attitude� �d actions toward him, although this may
not be the cas e .

For exampl.e , Evans ( l969)

report.ed that

·
'

when homosexuality occurs · in the absence of a father , it
not only detracts from the etiological significance of

a

poor paternal relationship , but in fact supports the im
portance of other causal facto�s.
a predisposition,

Innate cb.a.racteristic.s ,

or a social introduction into homosex

uality a:m.ong other possible factors , may contribute t o
.
.
the emergence 9r d�velo:pment of homosexuality.
r.t' is
also felt that tb.e individual will · either accept or re
j ect the homosexual life style after an initial in-tro
duction t o it, and if he rejects it he will not beeome
homosexual..

Mental heal.th problems occur when a pers o n .

is prevented from accepting homosexual lire style by t h e
social restr ictions and mores o f the society at large ,

or

when he accepts the li.fe style and is made t o feel guilty
or outcast from society,

by those same social restrictions

and mores.
Homosexuals may be found in all facets of the social
and cultural structure of the present American society.
Using Hollingshead' s ( l958 ) socio-economic class structure
in the present study ,

it was found that there was no signi

ficant dif.f erence between the socio-economic classes of the
homos exuals and the heterosexuals in this study .
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The major difficulty faced in conducting this study
was in obtaining the homosexual sub j ects ,

especially in

Difficulty was en

the therapy and soc ial action group s .

countered in obtaining homosexual sub j ects in therapy due
to the lack of homo sexuals
rural

area .

in therapy ,

.
in a pr edominantly

The difficulty was the long periods o f time

required to obtain twenty sub j ects.
The difficul t"".f in o btainiilg homo sexual subj ects in
a s o c ial action group ,
Gay L i b eration Front ,
of member s .

specifically affiliates with The
was _due to the increasing mil itancy

The current Gay L iberation Front chapters

in

have become increas ingly ant i-psychological research,
the area of homo s exual ity.
numbers

Consequently ,

from whom to obtain subj ects ,

due to limited

it was d.iff�cul�

obtaining twenty cooperative subject s .
While there i s � need for research_ to b e done ,
metropolitan as well as i;ural areas ,
difficulty obtaining subject s
ment .
The results

in

there would be less

in a metropolitan environ.
.

of the pre·sent study did not support

tho s e obtained by Bieber et ai .
the present study are

by

However,

the res

no .me ans conclusive,

uI:ts

of

and the

multi-faceted problem of etiology of b.omos exua.1.ity and of
differenc e s between hetero s exuals and homosexuals cou.1.d
p o s s ibly benefit from further investigations.
· s o c ietal. norms ,

However ,

expectations and values need to be changed

in order to prevent homosexual ity from being a "problem" ..
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